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                    Our customer support will solve your problems within 24 hours such as downloading, trial version use, purchase, discount, upgrade and refund etc. Please enter support center and contact us, we will help you immediately.

                    Go to Support Center 
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                        An excellent software which supports more graphics formats than others I have used.Meanwhile, the prameters are as many as we can select. 

                       - Johannes_Brits (soft32.com)
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                              How to use Graphics Converter Pro? Why to register IconCool software? and rich related knowledges.
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                            	Graphics Converter Pro
 
                            	Supports the largest number of formats in current market.
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                                	Graphics Converter Pro is an easy-to-use and powerful batch graphics converter and image viewer, that can import more than 500 graphic formats and export more than 100 formats including BMP, GIF, JPG, PNG and many others. The program comes with 40 image filters and 12 image effects and more. Graphics Converter Pro supports many vector graphic formats.


Graphics Converter Pro contains all functions of ImageCool Converter. Exclusively, it supports 22 vector graphic formats conversion. 




                                

                                
                                		Only $59.95 $49.95
	Learn More
	Download
	Buy Now


                                

                            

                           
         			 	
                        
                        
                        	
                            
                                
                                	 	 Support more than 500 graphic formats, and Graphics Converter Pro supports 22 vector graphic image formats, including CGM, DGN,DWF, DXF, DWG,GBR, PCT, PLT, WMF and more. For more details, please read list of 500 supported formats.


                                     Graphics Converter Pro supports conversions between 100+ formats and JPG2000(JP2, J2K, JPC and JPF) images. 
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                              			Support batch conversion from PDF files to 100+ graphic formats, such as JPG, GIF, PNG, TIF and so on.
	 Support batch conversion from 500 formats to PDF.


                                     Graphics Converter Pro also can convert vector graphics(such as DWG, CGM, DGN, DWF and etc.) to PDF.
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                                    	Offer 40 image filters, including Blurring, Sharpening, Embossing, Diffusing, Color Balance, and more.
	Offer 12 image effects, including Resizing, Flip, Wave, Noise, Arbitrary Rotation, and more. You can resize images in batches easily.
	 You can save your selected filters or effects as default options, and apply them in a batch processing.
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                              What's new in Graphics Converter Pro?  

                          

                 			  
                             
                                    
                                		 Alpha Channel Support: Graphics Converter Pro fully supports Alpha channel in 32-bit PNG or ICO formats and fully supports transparence layer in GIF, PNG or ICO formats.
	 Multi-Page Format Support: Graphics Converter Pro fully supports Multi-Page formats. You can convert, create or preview Multi-Page images, including TIF, GIF, PCX, AWD, WFX, FLI and FLC.
	Powerful Resizing Functions: Supports three resizing modes, including "Standard Size"， "Custom Size" and "Proportion Size". There are 50 standard sizes in the "Standard Size" mode.
	 Large Image Support: If the image is too large to completely load into memory, Graphics Converter Pro will resize the file as it loads.
	Large Icon Creating: Create more than 512x512 pixels icons from any other supported formats.
	 Preview Modes: Graphics Converter Pro has 4 preview modes, including Details, Preview, Thumbnails and Custom. You can easily switch the modes by clicking on the buttons in the upper right corner.
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                                                                  Graphics Converter Pro has 6 Powerful and professional tools:  


                                	                               	    Watermark Maker, Image Cropper, Image Splitter, Image Combination, Frame Maker, Image Resizer and Image Renaming Tool. 

				Click to view large images
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                        		Awards of IconCool Graphics Converter 2009/2011 
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                                          What are the differences between Graphics Converter Pro and ImageCool Converter?

                                          
                                          	Graphics Converter Pro supports 22 vector graphic formats.
	Graphics Converter Pro focuses on graphics processing, and ImageCool Converter focuses on photo processing. 
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